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1.

Introduction.

The existence of a non-trivial solution of certain differential
on a Riemannian
manifold often determines some geometric and

equations
topological

properties
of the manifold.
For example
in [5] M. Obata announced the
following results.
THEOREM A (see also [4]). Let Mn be a complete connected Riemannian
manifold of dimension n>_2. Then MTh admits a non-trivial solution f of
VVf+kfg=0,

k=const.

>0

if and only if Mn is globally isometric to a Euclidean sphere Sn of radius 1/ v/k.
THEOREM B. Let MThbe a complete connected, simply connected Riemannian
manifold.
Then 1V1
n admits a non-trivial solution f o f
(VVw)(Z, X, Y)+k(2w(Z)g(X,
where w= d f if and

Y)+w(X)g(Y,

only if MTh is isometric

Z)+w(Y)g(X,

to a Euclidean

1/ilk.
THEOREM C. Let Men be a complete connected, simply
manifold.
Then Men admits a non-trivial solution f of
4(VVB)(Z, X, Y)+c(2o(Z)G(X,
-e(JX)Q(Y

Y)+B(X)G(Y,
, Z)-e(JY)Q(X,

Z))=0
sphere of radius

connected

Z)+8(Y)G(X,
Z)) = 0,

Kdhler

Z)
c> 0

where 6 = df if and only if Men is isometric to complex projective space PCn
with the Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c.
In [5] Obata gives a proof of Theorem A and an indication of the proofs
of Theorems
B and C. Our purpose here is to show the relation between
Theorems B and C by deducing Theorem C from Theorem B in the case of
Hodge manifolds.
In Theorem B, grad f is an infinitesimal
projective
transformation
and
we show that on an odd-dimensional
sphere Stn+1 we can find such a vector
field orthogonal
to the distinguished
direction of the contact structure
on
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the sphere and invariant with respect to that direction.
Thus the idea of our proof will be to project the equation of Theorem
B via the Hopf fibration it ; S2'-PCn
giving the desired equation on PC'.
Conversely the principal circle bundles over a simply connected manifold M
form a group isomorphic to H2(M, Z), (see e. g. Kobayashi [2]). Now selecting the bundle corresponding to the fundamental 2-form Q of the Hodge
manifold M2n (Hatakeyama [1]) we lift the equation of Theorem C using
some properties of grad f on M2n (an infinitesimal H-projective transformation, see e. g. [8]) to show that the bundle space is S2n+1
We remark that grad f in Theorem A is an infinitesimal conf ormal transformation on the sphere. However as there is no known Kahler analogue
of such a vector field, i. e. no "H-conf ormal" transformation, one would not
expect an equation similar to that of Theorem A for PC.
§ 2. Preliminaries.
First let J denote the usual almost complex structure on Cn+1 (J2= _I)
and let c: S2n+1 R2n+2N Cn+1 be the standard imbedding of the sphere of
radius 2, S2n+1'into R2n+2 Then Stn+1 inherits an almost contact structure
(cp, , ~) defined by
Jc X = c*cpX±i(X )N,
JAT- --c*
where N is the unit outer normal, that is we have

2(e)=1,

q=0,

~ocp=0.

With respect to the metric g induced from the usual inner product on R2n+2
we have
g(X, e)=(X)
g(cpX, cDY)=g(X, Y)-i1(X)i2(Y),
i. e. S2n+1has an almost contact metric structure.
Letting D denote the Riemannian connexion on R2n+2N Cn+1 and Q the
Riemannian connexion of g, the Gauss-Weingarten equations are
Dt,xcY=cQ~Y--

1 g(X, Y)N, 2

D~,1N= ---c X G
since the second fundamental

form of c ; S2n+'->R22
n+with

respect to the

outer normal N is - 1 g. Then since J is parallel with respect to D we have 2

Characterization of complexprojective space
0=(Dr,xJ)c*Y=c*(ax~)Y-
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1 g(X, cPY)N+(ax~I)(Y)N 2

1 l(Y)r
2
*X-

21 g(X, Y)c*e

from which we obtain
(axcP)Y= 1 (g(X, Y)S--r1(Y)X) 2
(2.1)
Qx=-

1 c~X 2

that is, Stn+1 carries a Sasakian or normal contact metric structure. On a
Sasakian manifold of dimension 2n+1 we also have that r~A (d~)n *0, i. e.
is a contact structure and that £g=0
where £ denotes Lie differentiation.
Defining the fundamental 2-form i of a Sasakian structure by ~(X, Y)
=g(X, cpY) we have
da~(X,Y) _ (ax~1)(Y)-(VY~I)(X )
= 2(Qxr1)(Y)
2g(axs~, Y)
=g(-X,
=(X,

Y)
Y),

using the fact that
is Killing.
We now consider the well-known Hopf fibration 7r: S2711--~
PCn. As JN=
-c* above we see that the vector field is vertical . Thus since
is Killing,
7r is a Riemannian submersion. Moreover
(aC'~cp)X=[S, cpX -cps , XJ=a~coX-Q~x

--cVeX+cPax

(v ~o)X= o .
Thus both cp and g are projectable and we shall show that the usual Kahler
structure on PCn is obtained by this projection.
We define J and G on PCn by
JX =7r*cp2rX,

G(X, Y)o7r=g(~cX, ~rY)

where
denotes the horizontal lift with respect to the Riemannian connexion
d of g. For future reference we give all the differential equations of the
submersion (see e. g. [6]). Let Q denote the Riemannian connexion of G ;
then we have
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Qj15 Y=naXY-

~rY) 2

0~x_-1coX 2
(2.2)
as~cX=-

1 cpnX 2

vee= 0.
All but the third equation are immediate and the third one follows from the
second and the following lemma.
LEMMA2.1. [, ~cX] =0.
PROOF. First of all 2r*[y, JX1 _ [ira, X] = 0 and hence [E, ~rX1is vertical.
Now
g([, nX ~, ) =g(a~~X, )--g(Dnx, ) _ --g(~X, Q) = 0.
It is easy to check that the j and G defined above on PCn satisfy
J2=-I,

G(JX, JY) = G(X, Y) ,

QxJ = O.

Thus the induced structure on PCn is Kahlerian. We define its fundamental
2-form Q by Q(X, Y)=G(X, JY).
Note that Q(X, Y)o7r=g(~rX, co Y)=
o(~rX, ~rY), that is _ 2r*Q.
Finally we show that the Kahler structure just defined on PCn has constant holomorphic curvature equal to 1, in fact we give the curvature tensor
completely.
G(RXYZ, W)on=g(~Ox~YZ-TQYQxZ-?rQCx ,Y7Z,~W)
=g(Q~x~~YZ-v~Y~axZ-Q;
,y)~rZ, W)
=g(Q~xQY~Z1
-+--2

D( Y, ~rZ)
4 p~rX-Q~xanYnZ
X, ~rZ)cp~rY--D~nx,~Y~~Z

+i1([~rX, EY])V IZ, 2W)
=-1-(g(~X,

~W)g(zY, ~rZ)-g(~rY , ~W)g(~X, ~Z) 4

+(i X, 2 W)1(5Y, 7 Z)-P(2 Y, W)I.(2 X, ?Z)
-2o()( , Y)( Z, 2W))
= 1 (G(X, W)G(Y, Z)-G(Y , W)G(X, Z) 4
+t2(X, W)Q(Y, Z)-Q(Y,
-2Q(X , Y)Q(Z, W )) o~r

W)Q(X, Z)

Characterization of complex projective space
where

we have used i2(X) =0
7([X,
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and

KY]) _ -dr2(5X, ilY) _ -~(~cX, icY).

We close this section
and Riemannian
connexion

with some matters
V we write

of notation.

For a 1-form w

(Vw)(X, Y)=(Vxw)(Y)
(VVw)(X, Y, Z) _ (V xV Yw)(Z)-(V w)(V 1Y, Z).
For a vector

field U we write
(VU)X=

VU

(VV U)(X, Y) =V XVYU-(V U)V XY .
§ 3.

Infinitesimal

projective

transformations.

In this section we give some properties of infinitesimal
formations
and of the differential
equation of Theorem
vector field U is an infinitesimal projective transformation
manifold MThwith Riemannian
connexion V if it satisfies
(VVU)(X, Y)+R0
where

f=--1 1

tr (VU).

It is known

projective
transB. Recall that a
on a Riemannian

Y=(Xf)Y+(Yf)X
[7] that

if Mn is an Einstein

space

then this f satisfies the differential
equation of Theorem B.
We now show that if a function f satisfies the differential equation of
Theorem B, then grad f is an infinitesimal
projective
transformation.
First
of all from the equation we have
(VVw)(X, Y, Z)-(VVw)(Y,

X, Z) _ (RxYw)(Z)
= k(w(Y)g(X , Z)-w(X)g(Y,

rom which
(VVw)(Z, X, Y)-F(RxYw)(Z)
But if U is the contravariant

= -2k(w(Z)g(X,

Y)+w(X)g(Z,

Z)) f
Y))

form of w = df,

(VVw)(Z, X, Y)=g((VVU)(Z,

X), Y)

and
(Rxyw)(Z)=g(RxYU,

Z)=g(RvzX,

Y)

giving
(VVU)(Z, X)+RUZX=-2k((Zf)X-F(Xf)Z).
We now give some lemmas that will be needed later.
LEMMA 3.1. On Stn+l there exists a non-trivial solution w = d f of the equation of Theorem B such that grad f is orthogonal to the vector field
of the

N
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usual Sasakian

structure

PROOF. First

suppose

on S2n+1
c : S2 n+1 R2n+2 is given

by

2n+2
(Xa)2 = 4 ; then

a

a=1

function

f satisfying

the equation
f=

Now N=
N

aa~ X aX P ,

1 (X1, ..., X2)

is orthogonal

to

means

B is the restriction

aa~ = apa

of

R.

is the outer normal to S2n+1 in R2n+2 Thus

if and only if grad f is orthogonal
a

which

of Theorem

grad j 2

to JN in R2n+2, i. e.

(~ aa~X 1)(~ J7 Xr) = 0
Y

we must have
(J raap+J Saar) = 0

a

but such aap's can easily be chosen.
LEMMA3.2. The vector fields v=grad f and
in Lemma 3.1 statisfy
=0.
PROOF. By Lemma 3.1, f = g(v, ) =0; moreover is Killing so that
g(f v, X) = (Xf)-[,X]f=X(

f)=0.

§ 4. Proof of Theorem C.
We first note that it suffices to prove the theorem for c=1. For if c~ 1,
the homothetic change of metric C=cG, transforms the differential equation
into the corresponding one for c ==1 and transforms the curvature tensor of
the Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c into
the corresponding curvature tensor for c =1. We now give the proof of
Theorem C in two parts.
I. Sufficiency. Let S2n+1be the sphere of radius 2 in R2n+2with its
induced normal contact metric structure (cc, , i, g) and let w= df be a nontrivial solution of the equation of Theorem B on S2n+1which by virtue of
Lemma 3.1 we assume is orthogonal to . We now consider the Hopf fibration 7r: S2n+1-PCn as discussed in section 2. By Lemma 3.2 and the fact
that is Killing we have Lew = 0 and hence that w is projectable. Thus we
can define 0 on PCn by
0(X)oir=w(~cX)
and since U=0, we define f on PCn by f o 2r= f from which we have e = df.
Now using the differential equations of the submersion we have
(angw)(2FY)
_ ~cXcv(~cY)-w(D;~g~cY}
_ (X0(Y))o2c-0(a1Y)o7c
=(QXB)(Y)o7r

Characterization of complexprojective space
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and
(anxw)( ) = -w(01e)

= 21 w(co X) = 21 w(i JX) = 21 8(JX) o .

By Lemma 2.1 we also have
(Qew)( X) = w(~X)-w(a~~X) = -w(1)
We now differentiate

= 1 e(JX) o . 2

(D;~xw)(EY)=(Vx8)(Y)o7r with respect to ~cZ.

(anzanxw)(Y)+(Q~xw)(~azY-

1

Z, ~rY)) 2

= (azaxO)(Y)oir+(axe)(azY)o2r

.

Therefore
(Q~zanxw)(~Y)-( Do~nz ~.xw)(~Y)- 4

~rY)w(coX )

= (azvxe)(Y) oir-(Qozxe)(Y)

oit

+ 1 ~(FZ, FX)(aew)(~Y) 2
from which
(DOw)(~Z, ~X, ~cY)=(QOB)(Z, X, Y)o7c+ 1 t2(Z, Y)e(JX)o~ 4
X)e(JY)o~r. 4
On the other hand
(Qaw)(~cZ,~cX,zrY) = - 1 (2w(5rZ)g(iX, Y)+w(EX)g(~Y, irZ) 4
+w(~cY)g(X, ~cZ)= - 1 (2o(Z)G(X, Y) 4
+B(X)G(Y, Z)+B(Y)G(X, Z))o7r.
Thus 6 = df satisfies
4(Qa8)(Z, X, Y)+28(Z)G(X, Y)+B(X)G(Y, Z)+8(Y)G(X, Z)
-e(JX)Q(Y , Z)-e(JY)Q(X,

Z) = o
as desired.
II. Necessity. The necessity part of the proof is, of course, more difficult and we begin some lemmas.
LEMMA4.1. The vector field U=grad f is an infinitesimal H -projective
transformation, i, e, we have

(Qa8)(Z,
X,Y)+G(RUZX,
Y)= - 2 (8(Z)G(X,
Y)+B(X)G(Y,
Z)
-6(JX)Q(Y,

Z)-e(JZ)Q(Y,

The proof of this lemma is similar

X)).

to the corresponding

computation

in

2
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the projective case given in section 3.
LEMMA 4.2. The vector field U= grad f is analytic (i. e. £U J= 0) on Men.
PROOF. We first show that M2n is irreducible.
Suppose Men is a product
of Kahler manifolds.
From the equations of Theorem C and Lemma 4.1 we
have
4G(RUZX, Y)=c(8(Y)G(Z,
X)-B(X)G(Y,
Z)+6(JX)Q(Y,
Z)
-8(JY)Q(X

, Z)+28(JZ)Q(Y,

X )) .

If now X and Y are tangent to one factor and Z is tangent
have G(RUZX, Y) = -G(R1
Z, U) = 0 and hence

to another

we

0 = c(28(JZ)G( Y, JX )) .
Taking
Y = JX we then have e(JZ) = o. But J acts non-singularly
on each
factor, therefore
choosing a basis compatible with the product structure
we
find that 6 = 0 on Men contradicting
the fact that 0 = d f is a non-trivial
solution of the equation of Theorem C.
Next we show that the Ricci tensor does not vanish on Men. From the
above expression
for G(RUZX, Y) we have
4G(RUZU, Z)=c(6(Z)`'-8(U)G(Z,
so that taking Z to be a unit vector
sectional curvature
K(U, Z)

Z)+38(JZ)Q(Z,

field orthogonal

U))

to U we have

for the

K(U, Z)_= 4c 1+3 eB(U)
~Z)
Thus for Z=

8(U)
JU1,2 , K(U, JU) ==c and for Z orthogonal to both U and JU,

K(U,
Z)=-f. Nowas theRiccicurvature
inthedirection
of Uisan average of sectional curvatures
containing
U, we see that the Ricci curvature
in the direction of U is a positive constant on M*= {m E M ( U(m) ~ 0}. But
the zeros of U (i, e. the critical points of f) lie on a set of measure zero.
Thus by the continuity of the Ricci tensor, we see that the Ricci tensor of
Men does not vanish.
Lemma 4.2 now follows from the fact (see e. g. [8]) that on an irreducible
Kahler manifold with non-vanishing
Ricci tensor, every H -projective vector
field is analytic.
LEMMA 4.3. On Men we have (VY0)(JX)+(VX0)(JY)=0.
PROOF. Since U=grad f is analytic we have
0= -G((CUJ)X,
=G(v,XU,
The

result

Y) = --G(OvJX-V

U-JavX+JV

Y)+G(V XU, JY)=(ajx0)(Y)+(V

now follows

from the fact that

d8 =0.

U, Y)

0)(JY) .

Characterization of complex projective space
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We now turn directly to the proof of the theorem.
It is well known that
the set of all principal circle bundles over a simply connected manifold M is
a group isomorphic to H2(M, Z) (see e. g. Kobayashi [2]). Thus let 7r : Men+1
-~M2n be the principal
circle bundle over the Hodge manifold Men corresponding to the fundamental
2-form Q. Let i' be a connexion form on Men+'
Then there exists a 2-form ¶ on Men such that di1' = 7r*P ; but the characteristic class [ P ] H2(M2n, Z) is independent
of the choice of connexions
(see e. g. Kobayashi
[2], Hatakeyama
[1]), so that [1] = [Q]. Thus there
exists a 1-form a on Men such that Q= da and hence 7r*Q = d(~'+7r*a).
Setting
= r~'+7r*a we can easily check that r~ is a connexion with d~,=7r*Q
and moreover
A d?n ~ 0. Let
be a vertical vector field such that rj(e) =1
and define cp on Men+' by cp= frJ7r* where
denotes the horizontal lift with
respect to i. It is easy to check that cpe= 0, o ~o= 0 and cp2= -I+~ ®e.
Defining a metric g on Men+' by g =_*G+~ ® ~, one can easily verify that
Men+1 has a contact metric structure.
Finally, Morimoto [3] and Hatakeyama
[1] showed that since Men is complex and Q, the curvature
form of ~, is of
bidegree (1, 1), the almost contact structure
(cp, , r~) is normal.
Thus Men+'
is Sasakian
and so equations
(2.1) hold from which one can show that the
differential
equations of the submersion
are again given by (2.2).
Now let 0 = d f be a non-trivial solution of the differential
equation of
Theorem C (with c =1) and define w on Men+' by w = 7r*0. Then by direct
computation

(a&w)(e)=

10(JX)o, 2
(4.1)

(aew)(

X) =

1 0(JX)o7r, 2

(aew)(e) =0.
Now as (law) is a tensor it suffices to compute it on vector fields of the
form 2 X and . Differentiating
the first of equations
(4.1) with respect to
~rZ we have
(anzanx'~)(

Y)+(a&w)(~azY=((azV

21 o(~cZ,

~z

x0)(Y)+(ax8)(azY))o7r-(Qozx0)(Y)o7r

+ 1 ~(icZ,~X)(0~w)(~Y)
and

therefore
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(vvw)(~Z, ~X, ~Y) = (vve)(Z, X, Y) o ic+ 1 (Q(Z, Y)e(JX ) 4
+Q(Z, X)a(JY))o7r
=--

1 (28(Z)G(X, Y)+8(X)G(Y, Z)+O(Y)G(X , Z))o7r 4

= -- 1 (2w(~Z)g(~X, Y)+w(~X)g(~Y, ~rZ) 4
+w(I Y)g(i?X, 7CZ)).
Differentiating

the second of equations (4.1) with respect to IEZ we have

(1)(e)+
D~zOn(Onxw)

- 1 rp~Z -(oo~ nanxw)(
)
2

= 21 ((oze)(JX )+ 21 e(JozX )) o - 21 8(JV X) o
+ 1 o(~Z, X)(aew)(E) 2
giving
(vvw)(~Z,
by Lemma 4.3.
Differentiating

X, )

1-((VZO)(JX)+(VXO)(JZ)) o = 0 2

the fourth of equations (4.1) with respect to ~Z we have

w)()+(Qew)

-

2 ~~Z -(Qo- nzew)(e) = 12 (Q~nzw)()

and therefore
(vvw)(~Z,

, )= -

21 a(Z) o = -

2

In like manner we obtain
(vvw)(~Z, , ~Y) = 1-((VZe)(JY)+(OJZO)(Y))
(aaw)(e.,

o = 0, 2

x, ~rY)= 1-((axe)(JY)+(VJxO)(Y))o7r=0, 2

(Qaw)(e, ~rX, ) = - 1-w(~X) , 4
(aaw)(,

, ~Y)=-

(VQw)(,

, )=0 .

1 w(Y),

Thus we see that w satisfies the differential equation of Theorem B with
k-----1 and since 8 = df, w = 7r*8= d(f o 7r). M2n+1 or its simply connected 4
covering space is therefore globally isometric to a Euclidean sphere Stn+1 of

Characterization
radius

2.

is isometric

Hence

the

to PCn

fibration
with

c=1

of complex projective

~r ; Men+'-M2

n is the

space
Hopf

19
fibration

and

Men

as desired.
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